
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
BEST PRACTICES ADOPTED 

@ 

 MARATHA MANDAL ENGINEERING 

COLLEGE, BELAGAVI 

 

A best practice is a method or technique that has been generally 

 accepted as superior to any alternatives because it produces  

results that are superior to those achieved by other 

 means or because it has become a standard  

way of doing things. 
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1. 3D and VR teaching 

VIRTUAL REALITY 

It’s creation of Near – Reality Environment by Computer Technology. A computer generated 

Immersive, highly interactive; 3D computer generated multimedia environment in which 

user is a participant.  

 

VR has recently been applied in several different areas, such as industrial simulations and 

cultural heritage documentation. It has also been widely applied in the field of medicine, 

automotive, and aerospace industries, as well as education and entertainment. 

 
A new innovative teaching - learning method will be implemented for the students of 

Maratha Mandal Engineering college to have the feel of immersive environment.  This boosts 

the confidence of students in better understanding the concept and enjoy new learning 

experiences. 

Staff in the college are encouraged and motivated to adopt such new technologies in their 

teaching methods and make learning environment more meaningful and enjoyable. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Industry Visits 

Industrial Visit to Mars Engineering Industries: MMEC has organized an Industrial Visit to 

MARS Engineering Mache Industry Estate, Belagavi, for its B.E. V & VII semester students of 

Mechanical Engineering department on 24th November 2021. The Visit was organized with prior 

permission and guidance of our Principal Dr. D.G. Kulkarni. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mars Engineering is expertise in manufacturing of Tank Bottom Valves and Mud and Sand Settling 

Apparatus. Mr. Sadashiv Jeerage senior engineer of MARS Industry had interacted with students 

and explained various Manufacturing processes and various CNC machine in their company. They 

explained about different types of steel material and how to read engineering drawings, tolerance 

and their importance in actual manufacturing process. Sir also discussed with students about 

mechanical measurements, quality control and tool room.   This industrial visit gives our students to 

an opportunity to enhancement of their practical knowledge and exposure to industry 



 

Industrial Visit to Hiranyakeshi Sahakari Sakkare Karkhane Niyamit, Sankeshwar 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi organized 

an Industrial Visit to Hiranyakeshi Sahakari Sakkare Karkhane Niyamit, Sankeshwar for students of 

Mechanical Engineering on 6thMay 2022.Hiranyakeshi Sahakari Sakkare Karkhane is one largest 

sugar industry in north Karnataka. Industrial visit helped students to gain practical knowledge about 

various steps in sugar manufacturing process. It also helped them learn about power generation as 

byproduct from sugar industry. Principal Dr. D.G. Kulkarni and faculty members conveyed their 

happiness for conduction of industrial visit and expressed more of such industrial visits to be 

conducted to nurture Institute –Industry interactions and hence making the students industry ready. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Industrial visit to GTTC Belagavi 

The Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering MMEC Belagavi organized one 

day Industrial Visit to “Government Tool Room and Training Center, Belagavi" on 10-05-2022 for 

final and Pre-final year students. The students were accompanied by Prof. Sandhya 

Bevoorand,   Prof. Ashwini Dhamoji and guided by B .G. Moger, Principal GTTC and his technical 

team. 

Students got exposure on various equipment’s and devices related to Advanced Power Electronics 

and Communication labs. The demonstration was done on  applications related to Robotics, 

Agricultural IOT, PLC Automation, SCADA,SAP, 3-D Printing. Students were able to gain 

knowledge on latest tools and technologies used for various applications in industries. 

Principal, Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Dr. D .G. Kulkarni, conveyed his happiness and 

motivated us to organize such industrial visits in future for the benefit of students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Industrial Visit to Wind World Wind Farm at Kakati  

Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Department of Computer Science and Engineering organized 

a visit for the Final Year student of CSE department to ‘Wind World Wind Farm’ on 30/11/2021. 

Wind World Wind Farm is situated at Kakati Village in Belagavi which generates nearly 40 Mega 

Watt of Power from 49 Wind Mills.    

Nearly 30 students participated in the expedition and interacted with the people at the Wind Farm. 

Er. Vinod Joseph the site in charge interacted with the students and explained them about the entire 

process of Power Generation from wind energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industrial visit to LEO Engineering  

Maratha Mandal Engineering College organized an Industrial Visit to LEO Engineering Udyambag 

Industry Estate, Belagavi for B.E. 1st year & 2nd year Mechanical Engineering students on 27th Feb 

2022. LEO Engineering has expertise in overhauling and servicing of different types of Steam 

Turbines. Mr. V. G. Upendra Prabhu Nath, Principle Engineer-Design, having 25+ year of 

experience in engineering design with expertise in the field of retrofits, up-rates, re-rates. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Maratha-Mandal-Engineering-College-MMEC-107071121802497/photos/pcb.138705585305717/138705388639070/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU6OoyS5-h5s2IewcEk1ik0hdrm0SkPhOtrzpHgQc-nEMpGsnYjk_7HmmfTK2bKuW7nyVXdgknCqgmpNBjkwydDoBoFGfvvWxXOuYLEG1p5gzvNHpDcc_pxumWkwZSlsAtsl1K_D_rMtsHNrzTVX5o4d-gnfaJWz2_Un-Pj85Xu1g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/Maratha-Mandal-Engineering-College-MMEC-107071121802497/photos/pcb.138705585305717/138705388639070/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU6OoyS5-h5s2IewcEk1ik0hdrm0SkPhOtrzpHgQc-nEMpGsnYjk_7HmmfTK2bKuW7nyVXdgknCqgmpNBjkwydDoBoFGfvvWxXOuYLEG1p5gzvNHpDcc_pxumWkwZSlsAtsl1K_D_rMtsHNrzTVX5o4d-gnfaJWz2_Un-Pj85Xu1g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/Maratha-Mandal-Engineering-College-MMEC-107071121802497/photos/pcb.138705585305717/138705418639067/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU6OoyS5-h5s2IewcEk1ik0hdrm0SkPhOtrzpHgQc-nEMpGsnYjk_7HmmfTK2bKuW7nyVXdgknCqgmpNBjkwydDoBoFGfvvWxXOuYLEG1p5gzvNHpDcc_pxumWkwZSlsAtsl1K_D_rMtsHNrzTVX5o4d-gnfaJWz2_Un-Pj85Xu1g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/Maratha-Mandal-Engineering-College-MMEC-107071121802497/photos/pcb.138705585305717/138705418639067/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU6OoyS5-h5s2IewcEk1ik0hdrm0SkPhOtrzpHgQc-nEMpGsnYjk_7HmmfTK2bKuW7nyVXdgknCqgmpNBjkwydDoBoFGfvvWxXOuYLEG1p5gzvNHpDcc_pxumWkwZSlsAtsl1K_D_rMtsHNrzTVX5o4d-gnfaJWz2_Un-Pj85Xu1g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/Maratha-Mandal-Engineering-College-MMEC-107071121802497/photos/pcb.138705585305717/138705445305731/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU6OoyS5-h5s2IewcEk1ik0hdrm0SkPhOtrzpHgQc-nEMpGsnYjk_7HmmfTK2bKuW7nyVXdgknCqgmpNBjkwydDoBoFGfvvWxXOuYLEG1p5gzvNHpDcc_pxumWkwZSlsAtsl1K_D_rMtsHNrzTVX5o4d-gnfaJWz2_Un-Pj85Xu1g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/Maratha-Mandal-Engineering-College-MMEC-107071121802497/photos/pcb.138705585305717/138705445305731/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU6OoyS5-h5s2IewcEk1ik0hdrm0SkPhOtrzpHgQc-nEMpGsnYjk_7HmmfTK2bKuW7nyVXdgknCqgmpNBjkwydDoBoFGfvvWxXOuYLEG1p5gzvNHpDcc_pxumWkwZSlsAtsl1K_D_rMtsHNrzTVX5o4d-gnfaJWz2_Un-Pj85Xu1g&__tn__=*bH-R


 

 

 

"Staff's day Out". Faculty visit to the Wind World Wind farm:  

The faculty members of Maratha Mandal Engineering College visited the Wind mill Farm at Kakati 

on 26th Nov 2021. A great learning experience for all branches of Engineering. We could see inside 

the tall structures too with special permission.  

 

                    

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Industrial Visit to Venudwani Radio Broadcasting: 

The students from Department Of Electronics and Communication Engineering, to enhance 

knowledge and gain practical exposure, visited “Venudwani – Radio Broad casting Station” at 

JNMC campus on 20-11-2021.  The students were accompanied by Prof. Mani .C, HOD of EC 

Department and Prof. Sandhya Bevoor, Assistant Professor, Dept. Of EC.  The students enjoyed the 

visit by experiencing recording section, Editing section, live section, understood various 

equipment’s demonstration and working of multichannel audio mixer, RF transmitter and audio 

audition software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Principal and HOD’s Visit to GTTC, Belagavi. 

The principal Dr. D. G. Kulkarni and HOD’s of Computer Science, Electronics & Communication 

and Mechanical Engg visited the GTTC center at Udyambag Belagavi. The objective of the visit 

was to see the infrastructure available at GTTC and have a collaborative agreement for exchange 

of expertise.    

 

 

 

 

 



3. Innovation and Frugal Engineering 

The institute promotes innovation through various programs and multiple platforms are 

provided to the students to carry out their projects. The college has a fully functional Institutes 

Innovation Council (IIC), an IPR cell, an Entrepreneurship Development Cell and MOU with 

institutes like GTTC to use their infra-structure, all these are made available to the students to carry 

out their research and development. 

Frugal Engineering Project 1: Drone making from old PC Fans and wooden frame 

 As part of the college’s initiative in frugal engineering the students of Mechanical Engineering were 

able to develop a fully functional drone from waste computer fans and propellers 

 

 



 

 

 Frugal Engineering Project 2: Solar powered Scare crow for farmers 

Another ingenious idea was converted into a frugal project by our students and staff of converting 

old solar panels and rusted bearings and motors into a scare crow. The idea was designed and 

fabricated at the college with promising results. 

 

 



4. Product Centric Learning 

The institute tries to inculcate the habit among the students to convert their ideas into products, by 

providing them with necessary mentorship, training in required domains like Coding, Hardware & 

Embedded system, PCB designing, 3D modelling, sheet metal design, design analysis etc. 

The students have worked on multiple ideas and were able to develop some products which has 

potential customers in the market 

Product 1: Automatic Bell Module 

Features 

 Controls any 230V AC Bell (Even Other Appliances) 

 Simple to use Android Interface to set timings 

 Can set Time and Duration of the bell 

 Ready to use kit with simple connection 

 

Bell Module Usage 

 

 The Bell module runs on 5V DC power supply, make sure the power adaptor is 5v 1Amp.  

 Use the Switch to put the module in Normal or Setup mode. 

 Connect the 230v Bell to the Bell connection in Parallel as shown below  

 



Bell Connections 

The Bell connection directly gives a 230 v AC output, hence it is required to be careful. Any 230 

volt appliance can be connected to it.  

A 5v DC adaptor with a barrel jack can be connected to the socket to power up the Module. 

 

 

  Product 2: Mobile integrated Queuing System 

Features 

 Dispenses Queue tokens for clinics, hospitals, banks, hotels etc 

 Mobile integrated Announcer Display 

Token Dispensing Module 

 



 

 Easy token configuration through mobile app 

 Dispenses token to patients serially 

 Easily integrates with any Android Mobile phone 

 Easy to use Mobile App 

   

Product 3: Support system for physically challenged  

Prof. Swapneel Hugar faculty of Mechanical Engineering designed and developed multiple therapy 

integrated device that can function both as an assistive and rehabilitative device.  

 

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a common term used to describe a group of chronic conditions 

affecting muscle coordination and cause disabilities mainly in the areas of body movement due to 

non-progressive lesion or injury to immature brain of a child. Cerebral palsy is the leading cause 

of developmental disability in children.  The incidence of cerebral palsy is between 2 to 3 per 1000 

live birth in India. 

 Cerebral means cerebrum which is a part of brain that affected. For the cerebral palsy case, 

the affected parts are cerebellum and cortex. Palsy is a term used to refer paralysis Cerebral palsy 

is a permanent disability; however the   disability can   be improved by proper treatments such as 

physical and occupational therapy. 

  Some  cerebral  palsy  children  cannot  walk  on their  own   They  need  an  assistive or 

rehabilitative walking device to help them walk properly. There are several problem were 

identified in current walking devices available in market. First of all, they are not widely available 

and most of the walking devices for cerebral palsy are relatively expensive for an average income 

family with CP child. Another problem is walking devices are having single function. For an 

example, a walking assistive device only can assists a child to walk but it cannot be used as a 

rehabilitative device.   

Children with cerebral palsy will face problems with movement coordination. There are 

many rehabilitative devices invented to help them. Rehabilitative devices are devices that can help 

a person function better and be more independent. The most suitable assistive device for this 

project is walking device or walker as well as wheelchair. This project is specifically for children 

with walking problem and also different the therapy can be carried out on this walker for these CP 

children such as Standing Therapy, Sitting Therapy, Half Kneeling Therapy, Tall Kneeling 



Therapy, and Neck Holding and also Walking Therapy can be carried by different mode of 

walker which can be activated as rehabilitative device. 

Physiotherapy training such Standing Therapy, Sitting Therapy, Walking Therapy etc is the 

most common approach by almost all physiotherapy doctors. 

Our project is completely base on the Physiotherapy training programme in which above mention 

rehabilitative exercise or therapy are carried to improve the movement of the body and can help to 

get effortless therapy for the (GMFCS) at first and second level of cp child. 

 

 

 



5. Conduction of CET Mock Test and distribution of CET Material 

CET has always been a challenge to PUC 2ND YEAR students who are looking forward in 

cross roads over their future. Cracking the CET is very easy and possible if the student is fore 

armed with better knowledge of the pattern of the exam. Whatever be the level of preparations, 

a trial run will be of immense use. The CET material was prepared solely to benefit the 

student’s community who are aspiring to become Engineers Keeping this in view, Maratha 

Mandal Engineering college  has come forward to reduce the burden of students as well as the 

parents. The college has come up with CET materials in which there are more than 750 multiple 

choice question with answer PUC 1st year and PUC2nd year Physics, Chemistry and 

Mathematics that too topic wise and also Mock CET to the aspirants will be conducted on 2nd 

June to 10th June 2022 online. By browsing through Google link students can participate free 

in the above mock test and get evaluated themselves to test their knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Career guidance and Awareness about Engineering Program 

Career Guidance is a counselling program designed to help students choose the right career path 

based on their educational and professional choices. It is a qualitative and quantitative assessment 

of the knowledge, skills, information, and experience to identify career options available. Career 

counselling helps them to analyze their strengths and weaknesses and helps in finding the perfect 

career path.  

Our beloved Principal, Dr. D .G. Kulkarni spoke on "Career in Engineering and there way 

forward". He visited to all our sister concern institutes and had one to one interaction with all the 

students on Carrier opportunities in the Industry and how proper planning sets career up a strong 

foundation for our future and gives a steady path to focus on our goals. The students got motivated 

about how to go ahead after the completion of their graduation and choosing a perfect career path.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Our beloved Principal Dr. D. G. Kulkarni conducted an orientation session on "Placement 

Process and Resume Writing" for the final and prefinal year students. Sir underlined the 

importance of resume and how to crack the interview opportunity. He also highlighted the 

process followed during the placement interviews. The orientation session was filled with 

lucid real life examples which made the students realize the challenges involved during 

interviews and how to handle them. 

 
 

Counseling for PUC II students of who will be taking the Pre-exams starting and "How to 

remember formulas" was demonstrated. 



 
 

Engineering on Campus: 

 

The students from various PUC colleges visit the campus and try hands on experience on 

machines of basic workshop, lathe, welding etc. This activity filled program makes the 

student aware about engineering field. 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



7. In-house Placement Training 

Training and Placement Cell in the Maratha Mandal Engineering College plays a vital role and is 

becoming a key department of the institute. As there are large numbers of Engineering and 

Management colleges coming up in India, the competition for employment is increasing every day 

and the job of placement is becoming a challenging one. A full pledged placement cell is functioning 

in our college with a full time placement officer. 

Spearheaded by able professionals with guidance from the Principal Sir and Faculty members, 

Placement Cell works round the year and closely coordinates with recruiting teams from leading 

corporate houses to make sure that every student get suitable openings once they finish their courses. 

Our Training and Placement Office is performing the following activities 

1. Mock interviews 

2. Group discussions 

3. case studies 

4. Quantitative Aptitude test 

5. Classes on Programming Languages 

6. Resume Building Program  

7. Training to suit various needs of industry 

8. Personality development  

9. Interpersonal & communication skills  

10.  Career planning and career mapping 

11. Program on Technology and Management 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. Hostel students Engagement 

Maratha Mandal Engineering Belagavi has provided safe and congenial atmosphere to the college 

students. Our Hostel is within the college campus just opposite to engineering college. The living 

spaces are structured to inspire harmony. The facilities are very ideal for pursuing academic goal. It 

creates a homely atmosphere to the student, to relax and socialize and it is like home away from 

home. 

Our Engineering College makes the best possible efforts to provide the best of services and facilities 

within the Hostel. The hostel life in Maratha Mandal Engineering College offers many 

entertaining activities like showing study oriented 3D movies, colorful event filled with 

cultural and sports activities. Programs are organized to encourage the hostel students in co-

curricular activities includes sports and cultural events. From singing, dancing, fashion show 

to cricket, football, badminton, table tennis, chess, volleyball and fun filled activities like  tug 

of war, dumb charades and many more. All these events and activities are for the merriment 

and relaxation of the students residing in hostels. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



9. International Study tour and one international Language 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. National Anthem 

To show gratitude and patriotism towards our nation the institute plays the National Anthem 

every working day at 10:15 a.m. on the central speaker system which is heard in the entire 

campus, in response everybody stands still where ever they are in respect and repeats the 

National Anthem.  

This gesture not only inculcate sense of patriotism among the students but also help them develop 

sincerity and a culture.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. Celebrating National and International Days  

 

INTERNATIONAL MEN’S DAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi celebrated International Men’s Day on 19th  

November, 2021 with great enthusiasm organized under NSS. Chief Guest Mr.Anuj D, 

Dr.D.G.Kulkarni, Principal, MMEC, and HOD’s of all the Departments graced the occasion. The 

Chief Guest Mr.Anuj D spoke on the importance and the sacrifices that men do in keeping their 

families happy and content. He also enlightened the audience on the concept of Kaizen and Drone 

Photography. Dr.D G Kulkarni spoke on the values that men add to the family by playing different 

roles and supporting the members.  

Prof. Balappa Javejar co-ordinate the program and all the staff members of Maratha Mandal 

Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively participated in celebration. 



CELEBRATION OF MATRUBHASHA DIWAS AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

 

 Matrubhasha Diwas (Mother Tongue Day) is celebrated on 21st February, 2021 in the 

premises of Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi. Dr.D.G.Kulkarni Principal inaugurated 

the event and delivered speech highlighting the linguistic diversity of our country. Encourage usage 

not only of the respective mother tongue but other, and the significance of celebrating Matrubhasha 

Diwas and its objectives and promotes the awareness of language and various mother tongue culture 

of the nation. After inaugurating the event, Dr. S.S.Mashyal vice Principal delivered the speech 

highlighting the national educational policy in our country, and the potential role of technology to 

advance multilingual education and support the development of quality teaching and learning for all.  

The theme of the 2022 International Mother Language Day, “Using technology for multilingual 

learning: Challenges and opportunities,” raises the potential role of technology to advance multilingual 

education and support the development of quality teaching and learning for all.  

On this occasion of Matrubhasha Diwas (Mother Tongue Day) events organized for students like, 

essay writing, standup comedy and storytelling for staff and students 

Prof. Balappa Javejar co-ordinates the program and all the staff members of Maratha Mandal 

Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively participated in celebration. 

https://en.unesco.org/commemorations/motherlanguageday


CELEBRATION OF NATIONAL YOUTH DAY AT MMEC, BELAGAVI  

 

 159th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda Jayanti was celebrated on 12TH January, 

2022 in the premises of Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi. Our beloved Principal 

Dr.D.G.Kulkarni inaugurated the event and delivered the speech About 159th Birth Anniversary of 

Swami Vivekananda Jayanti. The occasion was graced by Mr. Rohan Juvali, President, BDCCI and 

Mr. Prabhakar Nagarmunolli, Secretary, BDCCI. Mr. Juvali spoke on the importance of education 

for life and also enlightened the students that along with knowledge, skills and general knowledge 

is very important for a successful life. Mr. Nagarmunolli spoke to the students energizing them about 

how to be courageous and strong to face the difficulties in life. The event was euphoric with a great 

amount of energy and enthusiasm being shown by students and staff.  

 In 1984, the government of India decided to celebrate January 12 as the 'National Youth Day' 

to honor the ideals and philosophies of Vivekananda.  

 Prof. Balappa Javejar co-ordinate the program, HOD’s of Various Department and all the 

staff members of Maratha Mandal Engineering College were present on the occasion and actively 

participated in celebration. 

  



CELEBRATION OF KARNATAKA RAJYOSTAV AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

    

 

66th”KARNATAKA RAJYOSTAV” was celebrated in Maratha Mandal Engineering 

College, Belagavi on 15/11/2021.In view of KARNATAKA RAJYOSTAV essay competition and 

speech computation was organized for all the students to actively participate and exhibits their 

writing skills and speaking skills. The event organized under the banner of NSS, students received 

a huge motivation from the principal Dr. D.G.Kulkarni who expressed his thoughts that value of 

human being and we all are first Indians. 

 Prof. Balappa Javejar co-ordinate the program and all the staff members of Maratha Mandal 

Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively participated in celebration. 

  



CELEBRATION OF Dr. B.R. AMBEDKAR JAYANTI 

 

 Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Jayanti was celebrated was celebrated on 14th April, 2022 in the Maratha 

Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi.  After inaugurating the celebration by lighting the lamp, 

Maratha Mandal Engineering College Principal Dr. D .G. Kulkarni inaugurated the event and 

delivered the speech about the contribution of   Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. The college staff members were 

present in the occasion and actively participated in the celebration. 

 

  



WORLD CANCER DAY

 

 "WORLD CANCER DAY" Awareness of Cancer by Skits & demonstration by 1st and 2nd 

year Engineering students and a wonderful talk by District Surveillance (Medical) Officer Dr. 

Balkrishna Tukkar on 4/2/2022. A program in the open lawns of MMEC was a stress buster. An oath 

by students of "staying away from Tobacco and Alcohol" was taken. With Education, Social 

Responsibility is also important. 

  



 

CELEBRATION OF WORLD SCIENCE DAY AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

   

 In view of “WORLD SCIENCE DAY” Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi 

organized essay competition on 10/11/2021 for all the students to actively participate and exhibits 

their writing skills. The event organized under the banner of NSS, around 80 number of students 

were participated and the students received a huge motivation from the principal Dr. D.G.Kulkarni 

who expressed his thoughts that participation is like half of the battle already won, so students are 

concentrated more on participating in an event rather than thinking on winning it. 

Dr. A.V.Kulkarni & Prof. Balappa Javejar co-ordinate the program and all the staff members 

of Maratha Mandal Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively 

participated in celebration. 

 

  



INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY” CELEBRATION 

 

 International Women's Day celebration at MMEC on 8th March,2022. Anita Kanbargi( 

Finance And Investment Counsel) addressed the faculty & students on "Investments, ominations 

and Transparency" for a secure future. Musical chair and Antakshri added fun to the celebration. 

  



 

LIBRARIAN’S DAY CELEBRATION AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

 

 The 129th Birth Anniversary of Dr. S .R. Ranganathan and Librarian’s Day was celebrated 

on 12th August 2021 in the Library premises of Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi.  

After inaugurating the celebration by lighting the lamp, Maratha Mandal Engineering College 

Librarian Dr. Praveen B. Hulloli talks about highlighted the contribution of   Dr. S .R. Ranganthan 

in the field of library science.  Further, he appealed students to learn and implement time 

management principles to have a successful professional life. The library staff was the co-ordinator 

of the program, and all college staff members and students were present in the occasion and actively 

participated in the celebration. 

  



CELEBRATION OF NATIONAL VOTER’S DAY PROGRAM AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

National voter’s day celebration Program was conducted Under the Banner of MMEC on 

25th JANUARY, 2021 in the premises of Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi. Our 

Principal Dr. V .V. SONDUR inaugurated the event and delivered the speech about value of voters 

in INDIA. 

Prof. Balappa Javejar & Nagesh Talawar co-ordinates the program and all the staff members 

of Maratha Mandal Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively 

participated in celebration. 

  



 

CELEBRATION OF NATIONAL ENGINEERS ‘DAY AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

   

 160th birth anniversary of Sir M Visvesvaraya Engineers ‘day, was celebrated on15TH 

September, 2021 in the premises of Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi. Our Principal 

Dr. V .V. SONDUR Inaugurated the event and delivered the speech about Sir M Visvesvaraya and 

Our vice Principal Dr. S .S. MASHYAL delivered the speech about engineers ‘day And also all head 

of the department speech about Sir M Visvesvaraya on the occasion of engineers ‘day. 

We celebrate Bharat Ratna Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya's birthday on September 15 is 

celebrated as Engineers' Day in India. Sir M Visvesvaraya contributed significantly to the field of 

engineering and education. He is considered among the greatest nation-builders who played a crucial 

role in constructing dams, reservoirs and hydro-power projects of modern India.  

Prof. Balappa Javejar & Nagesh Talawar co-ordinates the program and all the staff members 

of Maratha Mandal Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively 

participated in celebration. 

  



CELEBRATION OF GANDHI JAYANTI AT MMEC, BELAGAVI 

  

  

 

 152nd birth anniversary of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi day, was celebrated on 2nd 

October, 2021 in the premises of Maratha Mandal Engineering College, Belagavi. Our Principal 

Dr.V.V.SONDUR Inaugurated the event and delivered the speech about the leaders of the nation 

usually pay homage at Raj Ghat, the Samadhi of Mahatma Gandhi in New Delhi. His favourite 

song, Raghupati Raghava, is also sung on the occasion. His birth anniversary is celebrated in many 

other parts of the world, too. 

Mahatma Gandhi was born on October 2, 1869, in Porbandar, Gujarat, and a freedom fighter 

who treads the path of non-violence, Gandhi’s words and actions won over the masses and several 

people joined him as he led the Dandi Salt March in 1930. In 1942, he launched the Quit India 

Movement.  

Prof. Balappa Javejar & Nagesh Talawar co-ordinates the program and all the staff members 

of Maratha Mandal Engineering College and HOD were present on the occasion and actively 

participated in celebration. 


